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University 
computers 
shut down· 
Crash causes problems 
across entire campus 
By SCOTT BOEHMER 
Campus editor 
A rare breakdown Tuesday of Eastern 's entire 
computer network caused problems virtually across 
campus for eight hours. 
Dave Henard, associate vice president for computer 
services, said the cause of the breakdown was a problem 
with electrical components in Buzzard Building. 
Southern portions of the campus were without the 
network through most of the day, but the system was 
back up by around 4:30 p.m,. for the most part. The 
breakdown began at 8:30 a.m. 
n Anselment (left), student body vice president for public affairs, and Lisa Garrison (right), student body vice president 
student affairs, talk with Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, Tuesday afternoon in Old Main during an all -
The breakdown affected computers in all areas of 
campus, including knocking out e-mail, Netscape and 
"everything that's related to data and digital information;' 
Henard said. pus social gathering to promote social interaction and address campus unity. · 
odeans maintain· style over years "This type of problem affects every office on campus," Henard said. "Everyone is affected, just like they would be if the telephone system went down:' Booth Library was hit especially hard by the 
breakdown, with students unable to use most computer 
services, said library technical assistant Lisa Childress. 
ANDREW RODGERS latest album, "Joe Dirt Car." 
An old storefront in Milwaukee 
led between a gospel church and a 
'c store may not be the type of place 
would expect to find a nationally 
According to the Bob Griffin, the 
group's bass player, the band nabbed the 
storefront space because "it was such a 
Sammy Llanas and Kurt Neumann 
started playing guitar together. Shortly 
after the duo joined forces, they recruited 
the help of Griffin and then-drummer 
Guy Hoffman. 
"Considering that just about everything goes through 
e-mail, it was a big problem;' Childress said. "(Students) 
could do word processing, but anything that went through 
the Internet just would not work." 
great sounding room." 
"The pressure is off ... because we're Only four or five months after the 
group started playing seriously together, 
it was signed by a major record label. At 
the time, Griffin said, record companies 
were looking for something different than 
they are now. 
ned rock band. 
But that is exactly where the B_odeans 
gout. 
not looking at a clock," he said. In addition to its effect on e-mail related systems, 
Childress said the breakdown also forced library 
employees to revert to using older, card- based check-out 
systems. 
The band was recently signed by 
· ersity Board to perform on April 13 
Lantz Gymnasium for the annual 
Many critics have lumped the band 
into the "alternative" category. And while 
that may be one way of describing the 
group's impact on music, it seems that 
many others are content to keep the 
guitar-based rock band as the best-kept 
He said in the late 80s many of the 
major labels "looked for feeling" in 
"We just check things out on cards and wait for things 
to come back," Childress said. ''There's nothing we can 
do." 
Sping Concert. secret in rock and roll. music. 
The Wisconsin-based group recently 
rchased the space to put together its 
The four- member band formed in the 
late 80s when lead singers/songwriters 
That was when bands like Blues 
See BODEANS page 2 
Heather Patterson, a freshman education major and lab 
assistant in the Student Services Building said the 
See COMPUTER p~ge 2 
Donations provide food 
for Trailmobile workers 
Another shipment of food is 
scheduled to arrive March 14 at 
the food pantry assisting locked-
out Trailmobile workers. 
"We have purchased approxi-
mately 11 tons of food," United 
Paper Workers International 
Union Local 7591 President Gary 
Collins said. "The money used to 
purchase the food was 
(purchased) through donations by 
individuals, labor unions and 
community merchants." 
The food is scheduled to be 
picked up at 1:45 p.m. in 
Champaign and should be in 
Oiarleston at about 3 p.m., said 
Roger Robinette, chairman of 
community services for the union. 
"This food bank is headed up 
by our community service team," 
Collins said. "They will be there 
along with other union volunteers 
to sort, bag and distribute the 
food." 
The pantry is located in the old 
Grimes Motor Complex, located 
on the corner of Madison Avenue 
and 11 th Street in Charleston, 
which used to be a Dodge 
dealership, Robinette said . 
Food will be handed out to 
members of the union whose last 
names begin with the letters A 
through M on March 14. 
Members with last names starting 
See FOOD page 2 
Faculty Senate talks consolidation 
Task force looking into creating new college 
By BETSY COLE 
Administration editor 
Assistant Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Charles Evans 
discussed the consolidation of 
services, such as advising, counsel-
ing and the reading, writing and 
math centers, during the Tuesday 
Faculty Senate meeting. 
He said the Taskforce on Lower 
Division Academic Services made 
a proposal to consolidate the ser-
vices into a separate University 
College. 
The senate decided to postpone 
deciding on the proposal until. next 
week. 
The task force was asked to look 
at the services provided for 
freshmen and students who haven't 
declared a major. 
"We recommend to create a 
' ' We recommend to 
create a University 
College arid build under 
it a series of interrelated 
services ... " 
- Charles Evans, 
Assistant vice president for 
academic affairs 
University College and build under 
it a series of interrelated services to 
follow students, monitor students 
and intervene appropriately when 
those academic needs merge," 
Evans said. 
The proposal is being sent out to 
various university councils and 
committees, and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Terry Weidner is 
awaiting feedback to take a 
recommendation to the President's 
Council. 
Evans said it is an open-ended 
proposal. "You are urgently 
requested to let your views be 
known;' he said. 
The proposal was based on the 
belief that younger students, 
especially those who haven't 
declared a major, need a support 
system. 
"At that age, students like to be a 
part of a peer group," Evans said. 
The University College would 
Lei J new students make the 
tra.1sition to Eastern 's college 
environment, as well as help 
students make appropriate major 
and career decisions. · 
''This isn't a college in the sense 
where academic credit is awarded," 
See SENATE page 2 
,2 
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Evans said. "It also gives an 
opportunity for the university to 
respond to a large number of 
students meeting retention stan-
dards, but not admission stan-
dards to a particular degree pro-
gram." 
Dole sweeps Super Tuesday primaries 
Evans said a few functions 
such as Disabilities Services and 
the Counseling Center would be 
under the University College, 
yet serve students all through 
their disciplines. 
"A universi,ty college can 
enhance the Intellectual expec-
tations of students," Evans said. 
"It's another way to add integra-
tion to the integrated core." 
Evans said that no a!-lditional 
personnel would be needed for 
this since there is some redun-
dancy in . services. Career and 
major counseling is provided in 
three areas, he said. 
Faculty Senate Vice Chair-
man Gary Foster, who is also on 
the task force, said the proposal 
is a lean document and should 
provide more opportunity for 
faculty with expertise to give 
input. 
Evans said there's a great deal 
unstated in the proposal. 
"There's a lot to be developed 
and to evolve here," he said. 
"We're not talking about reshuf-
fling the cards in the deck , 
we're talking about repainting 
the pictures on these cards." 
Senate membe'r Hal Nordin 
was concerned that adding more 
responsibility to Academic 
Affairs would make the area sig-
nificantly larger tha,n other vice 
presidential areas. "How big do 
you want one particular area to 
'.be, ·;elaiive to other areas?" 
, "Js .i! ..c_o.~t .e.J~e.stiv.e to, have 
'one•great bi'g' unit and a much 
smaller Student Affairs unit," 
Nordin added. 
FOOD 
The Associated Press 
Sen. Bob Dole easily won con-
tests in Texas, Florida and four 
other Southern states Tuesday to 
gain-- a virtual lock on the 
Republican presidential nomina-
tion. In victory, he reached out to 
his remaining rivals and said it 
was time to "put our ideas togeth-
er" to beat President Clinton. 
"Today, the American people in 
seven states chose the conserva-
tive they want to lead America, 
chose the conservative they want 
in the White House," Dole told a 
victory rally in Washington. 
With House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich at his side, Dole stood 
under a banner that said 
"Changing America Together" 
BO DEANS 
Traveler and Dave Matthews 
Band started getting attention, he 
said. 
Today it s~ems like "a lot of 
record companies look for crap ... 
It's like, if you play anything 
good, they'll over look you," 
Griffin said. 
The Bodeans haven't scored a 
major radio or MTV single. But 
many people may recognize the 
band's song "Closer to Free" as 
the theme for the television show 
"Party of Five." Some might 
remember hearing "Still the 
Night" in Martin Scorcese's 
"Color of Money," or "Good 
Things" in "The Program." 
Even Griffin agrees the band 
has obtained a sort of "cult fol-
lowing." 
But even though most people 
are at least -vaguely familiar with 
the Bodeans, band members 
haven't gotten an inflated attitude 
and said: "We're going to move 
this country forward ... get Bill 
Clinton out of the way and we 
will.get the job done." 
Dole was defeating Pat 
Buchanan and Steve Forbes by 
more than 2-to-1 margins in 
Florida, Texas, Tennessee, 
Oklahoma and Mississippi. The 
Senate majority leader also was 
handily beating Buchanan in 
Lousiana, where Buchanan's cau-
cus victory in February triggered 
a surge of support for the conser-
vative commentator. Dole predict-
ed Oregon would deliver him a 
seven-state "Super Tuesday" 
sweep and leave him with roughly 
three-quarters of the delegates 
needed to clinch the nomination. 
"This is now a race between 
from page one ===--=-
''
We do what we do ... 
we aren't shooting for 
a radio single. It's an up-and-
down business ... and we're 
known as a live band." 
- Bob Griffin 
bass player 
about who they are, Griffin said. 
"We do what we do ... we 
aren't shooting for a radio single. 
It's an up-and-down business ... 
and we're known as a live band." 
Many people consider the 
Bodeans to be in a class all its 
own. 
That could be because practi-
cally no other band has been able 
to survi ve very long without 
changing the aim and purpose of 
the music. 
In that respect, Griffin said, the 
Bodeans have been very lucky. 
-with N through Z can pick up food on March 15. 
The food pantry is scheduled to be set up from 8 
a.m. to 1 p.m. both days. 
Items available at the pantry will include canned 
goods, potatoes and cereal. Meat may be available 
soon. 
"The first time we had a pantry, we had food 
left, and were able to give a few people a little 
extra," he said. "At this present time, we have 
enough to feed approximately 300 families from 
generous donations from the community." 
"We have just about anything you could buy at 
the store," Robinette said. At least three bags of 
groceries will be given to each family, depending 
on the size of the family, Robinette said. The gro-
ceries' estimated cost for each family is about $75 
-to $80 at the store. 
Approximately $31,000 to $32,000 has already 
been raised for the. pantry, Robinette said. 
Negotiations are hoped to get back to· the tables 
soon. 
"(Negotiations) could possibly last for a month 
or so, maybe longer," Robinette said. "As of this 
present time, we're kind of at a stalemate." 
The food pantry has received donations from 
organizations such as the high school and numer-
ous churches, Robinette said. 
Approximately 1,200 union members have been 
locked out of Trailmobile since Jan. 21. The work-
ers' union recently rejected a proposal from 
Trailmobile that had a cost-saving bonus plan, but 
not a cost of living allowance. 
"The churches have been just great to us," he 
said. 
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Bob Dole and Bill Clinton;' Dole 
told The Associated Press. 
Looking ahead, he said he had 
thought only "in a loose way" 
about picking a running mate. 
He made a conciliatory gesture 
to Forbes and Buchanan - per-
haps hoping he could convince 
them to quit, or in Buchanan's 
case at least tone down his 
attacks. 
"We've listened and we 've 
heard strong messages," Dole said 
of his rivals, echoing Forbes' 
theme of economic growth and 
Buchanan's emphasis on middle-
class economic anxiety. "It is time 
to come together now and put our 
ideas together and build a strong 
agenda for November." 
His dismal night had Forbes 
talking of quitting. 
The millionaire publisher 
he needed "a win or some! 
akin to a win" in next wee 
Midwest primaries. "Obvio 
we can't go to California wit 
a breakthrough," Forbes of 
March 26 contest. 
In Florida, for example, 
was getting 55 percent to 21 
Forbes and 19 for Buchanan. 
Texas, it was 55 percent for 
21 for Buchanan and 12 ~ 
Forbes. Dole had 61 percent 
Mississippi, Buchanan 27 a 
Forbes just 7. 
Likewise, Oklahoma sho 
Dole with 59 percent, 22 
Buchanan and 14 fer Forbes. 
had 51 percent in Tennessee, 
26 for Buchanan. 
Mourners attend Burns' funeral 
GLENDALE, Calif. (AP) - The "lOV great years" of George Burns w 
recalled today as family and friends mourned him at a simple funeral. 
"He often said he knew entrances and exits," manager and longf 
friend Irving Fein told mourners at Wee Kirk o' the Heather church 
Forest Lawn fyfemorial Park. "Lasf Saturday, he knew it.was time to go. 
"He was here for 100 gt"eat years. We ma.y have,wished for more, but 
one in this room could have wanted him to hang on, unable to hear 
laughter and applause or take his bows. 
"So, George, we'll miss you. I know you took your music with you, 
wherever you are, I hope they're playing it in your key:' 
Rabbi Harvey Fields conducted the brief service attended only by fa 
and close friedds of the comedian, who died a few weeks after his 1 
birthday. 
COMPUTER 
breakdown also had a large "We don't know that th 
impact on the Student Service (Buzzard) construction knock 
Build ing computer labs, even it down, (but we) know ther 
forcing a class to be canceled. are some problems with elec· 
"It's had a pretty big effect tronics within Buzzard," Hena 
(becau~e) ai'l the campus is on "'_said'-""~igh1 i-now~~t 
(the university network)" get in (t·he '·Buzzard~Buil'dlng 
Patterson said. "Today there problem area) because of the 
was a class, and they couldn't environmental problems." 
have it because the system was The area in which the corn· 
down." puter closet is located is sur· 
Both Patterson and Childress rounded by asbestos, and any· 
said the breakdown caused a one entering the closet would 
large reaction among students. have to wear safety gear. 
"We (got) a lot of phone calls The other campus buildings 
and people coming by and were able to be reconnected by 
wanting to know if it was on or routing the network aro und 
down," Patterson said, adding Buzzard Building. 
students with homework on e- Although the network system 
mail were especially affected. breaks down occasionally, it is a 
Because the . problem rare occasion for part of its 
occurred in Buzzard Building, "backbone" to go down, Henard 
Henard said buildings connect- said. 
ed to its line were not back up "Today was probably the sec· 
Tuesday. The buildings still ond time since 1987 the entire 
affected as of Tuesday night backbone of the network went 
were Buzzard, the Martin down," Henard said. "Our own 
Luther King Jr. University success with reliability has 
Union, the Tarble Arts Center, made this more of a monumen· 
Fine Arts Building and the tal event then it would be in 
Clinical Services Building. most places." 
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AB tentatively 
finishes up 
budget cuts 
By REAGAN BRANHAM 
Student government editor 
Apportionment Board members Tuesday night 
tentatively completed budget cuts by cutting about 
$55,000 from the budget requests, which is about 
$3,000 more than was needed to be cut. 
The AB needed to cut about $52,000 from the 
budget requests to fit the $311,000 generated from 
the student activity fee. 
AB Chairman Matt Herman said the extra money 
that was cut will be put back into the budgets at the 
next AB meeting so all the student activity fee is 
used. 
Herman said he will have exact figures of how 
much the funds were cut at the next AB meeting. 
In other budget business Tuesday: 
• The AB debated how much money was needed 
to fund the Quakin' the Quad, which the University 
Board Special Events Committee sponsors each 
semester. 
Many AB members said the $18,600 requested for 
a Quakin' the Quad each semester and other various 
e\ :nts throughout the year could be cut. 
·I don't see how they're spending $18,000," said 
AB member Mark Herman. "I realize it's individual 
contracts, but I don't see how it costs that much." 
Matt Herman said the AB members thought the 
UB could work without an increase in funding for 
entertainers. 
"I think they figured they can work with the same 
as what they had to work with this year," he said. 
Other members said since much of the entertain-
ment for Quakin' the Quad is funded through other 
UB committees, such as Comedy and Mini-concerts, 
the cost should be reduced. 
• AB members debated the amount of equipment 
the Division of Sports and Recreation needs each 
l}WAf tori11ephwelbe~anse ,of damage. 
r ·'f'He A"B' ten'tatifoly cut $7,550 - nearly 50 percent 
- from the amount requested for the replacement of 
old machinery and equipment. 
AB member Jeff Zilch also said the $500 budget-
ed for trapshooting sales and services, which also 
comes from trap shooting fees, is a way of double 
charging students. 
"Physically they are taking money from AB, but 
they must be breaking even from charging students," 
Zi lch said. 
LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer 
Lifting voices 
Above: The Spelman College 
Glee Club performs Tuesday 
evening in Dvorak Concert Hall 
as part of its annual Spring 
Break College tour which 
takes them across the 
United States. 
Left: Norma Raybon directs the 
Choir. The performance was 
scheduled for Women '.s History 
and Awareness Month and spon-
sored by Eastern'.s Music 
Department. 
History of quilts focus of slide_ l_e~tv~e- : 
Professor to look at quilts as educational documents ~. 
By MATT NELSON 
Staff writer 
A slide program documenting the 
Illinois Quilt Project will be pre-
sented Wednesday in recognition of 
Women's History and Awareness 
Week. 
the past. 
-of the quilts have been made by 
women,'' Elbert said. "They have 
preserved history about the past. 
This kind of history has been writ-
ten by the needle rather than the 
pen." 
I The AB tentatively cut $3,137 from the Student 
Government budget. The removal of financial sup-
port for the Graduate Student Advisory Board 
accounted for most of the cuts. 
1 The AB tentatively cut the months of employ-
ment for graduate assistants in UB General Costs 
History professor Duane Elbert 
will discuss "Finding History' in 
Quilts" at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the 
Tarble Arts Center. The presentation 
will examine the physical evidence 
of the past that can be read in quilts. 
"History doesn't have to be far 
away," he said. "It's right in our 
homes." 
The Illinois Quilt Project was 
developed to document quiltmaking 
and is an effort to register quilts 
made and owned in Illinois. Over 
15,000 quilts have been registered 
by women at the Illinois State 
Museum. 
from 12 months a year to nine. _ 
AB member,D;ean ·Dudley said it 'is: "very unusual" 
to find any graduate assistant with longer th·an a 
nine-month contract. 
• The AB tentatively cut funding for Panther 
Pages completely because of the other funding 
already allocated for promotions. 
-"There are so many 'Yays of look-
. - ing at .our past,'1-Elbert said .. "Quilts _ 
have been overlookect-in our past as . 
being nothing but pretty or old rags 
stored in a trunk. We'll be looking 
at them as letters or documents that 
can help us draw conclusions about 
Elbert .will discuss the various 
.kinds of faqric and colors used to 
,make_.quilt_s d_ating back to the 
18001). The variety of styles and 
material reflect people as well as 
merchandising, he said. 
"Until fairly recently, almost all 
Elbert and his wife, Rachel, are 
authors of the book "History From 
the Heart: Quilt paths across 
America," which the quilt project 
had as its goal, he said. Admission 
to the presentation is free and the 
public is invited. 
Campus restroom work to be completed in few weeks 
Additional work to begin in April or May after current work is completed · 
By DEBI GAGLIARDO 
Staff writer 
The current 'renovations of 
restrooms across campus are 
expected to be completed within 
a few weeks, although more 
renovations will begin in April. 
or May. 
The renovations began in 
December under the Americans 
With Disabilities Act Project to 
ensure all the buildings on cam-
pus comply with the act. 
Restrooms in Booth Library 
and McAfee Gym are currently 
being worked on along with 
portions of Kiehm Hall, the Life 
Sciences Building, the Physical 
Science Building and the 
Clinical Sciences Building. 
•·Steve ·Shrake, coordinator of 
' ' It's either go~ng to take one year to complete the project or four years if we limit it to 
summer. We want to make the campus accessible as quickly as possible." 
the project, said most of the 
restrooms in Coleman Hall are 
either completed or should be 
finished in a few days. 
Work on restrooms in other 
buildings will begin in April and 
run through August. 
Shrake said work is being 
done now, rather than in the 
summer, because the project 
will take at least a year. 
While some work will be 
complete by this summer, it can 
not all be completed in that peri-
od of time, he -said: · 
"It's either going to take one 
year to complete the project or 
four years if we limit it to sum-
mer," Shrake said. "We want to 
make the campus accessible as 
quickly as possible." 
Shrake said the renovations 
are progressing as anticipated, 
although some delays arose in · 
the delivery of tiling and unex-
pected structural problems in 
Coleman. 
Nicole Petak, a junior speech 
communications major, said she 
finds '!the lack of restrooms an 
- Steve Shrake, 
project coordinator 
inconvenience and a hassle to 
find an open restroom." 
Although Shrake said he has 
heard several complaints, he 
said the end result will make the 
inconveniences worthwhile. 
"While the renovations are 
disruptive, it will make the cam-
pus more accessible for disabled 
students," Shrake said. 
Kim Jostes, a senior family 
and consumer sciences major, 
agrees the renovations are nec-
essary, but she said not enough 
is being done to make alterna-
tives available. 
"I'm glad for the remodeling, 
but an alternative is needed for 
all of the closed restrooms," 
Jostes said. 
In addition to the washroom 
renovations, work stations and 
labs in the Life Science and 
Physical Science buildings will 
also be modified for accessibili-
ty soon. 
Elevators in campus buildings 
will also be modified, with 
Braille controls 'added and the 
cab controls lowered. Some 
sidewalks will also be worked 
on later on in the spring and 
summer. 
The project is hoped to be 
completed by mid- to late 
October. 
Opinion 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Commut~r parking 
should envelop all 
student parking lots 
The crowded parking situation at Eastern is 
obvious with almost all student parking places 
full from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. And although the 
undergraduates' problems are regularly heard, 
one group has been lost in the shuffle - com-
muters. 
Current university policy demands commuter 
parking be restricted to the Ninth Street and 
Stadium parking lots, 
Ed•t • I which are a consider-1 or1a able walking distance 
• H ,._,,.,, ""'""' ""' from classrooms. Also, 
these two lots are often filled by on-campus 
students who park their vehicles for weeks and 
months at a time. 
,This policy is unfair t<? commuters and does 
not acknowledge the trouble the students are 
g0ing through to attend Eastern. 
Eastern commuters travel from a variety of 
locations, and making them drive down row 
after row of parking places that filled the night 
or week before and then walk several blocks to 
class is unfair. 
A proposal scheduled to be voted on by the 
Student Senate tonight may rectify the situa-
tion and allow commuters to park in any stu-
dent-designated lot. 
The change, proposed by senate member 
Eric Williams, is similar to a former university 
parking policy, which was changed because it 
was deemed unfair to undergraduates. 
The proposal's approval would be sent to the 
University Parking Committee and then the 
President's Council for final approval. 
If university officials want to be fair to all 
student drivers, Williams' proposal is a good 
place to begin. 
Commuters willing to travel to Eastern to 
attend classes should not be made to trek from 
the undergraduate-approved parking areas. 
Commuters are as much students as off- and 
on-campus students who own cars. Confining 
them to park in lots on the extreme east and 
west sides of campus is, in effect, punishing 
them for not liv~ng in Charleston or on cam-
pus. 
The senate, parking committee and 
President's Council needs to examine the situ-
ation and approve :Williams' parking policy 
proposal when it comes to their respect ive 
desks. 
today's c1uot'-' 
History is in a manner a sacred 
thing, so far as it contains truth. 
Auscllwitz·wrong place for capitahst1c ·g~1 
If history has taught us any-
thing, it is that covering things up 
doesn't make them go away. 
Which makes a recent propos-
al by a Polish developer and a 
German partner to build a mini-
mall across the street from the ....._ ___ _ 
Nazi death camp in Auschwitz all HEIDI KEIBLER 
the more ludicrous and disre-
spectful. Regular columnist 
Janusz Marszalek and his part-
ner plan to renovate an old facto-
ry and warehouse still standing in 
Auschwitz and turn them into a restaurant, fast-food stand 
and eventually a supermarket and clothing and textile 
store. 
Marszalek has said the project would create jobs, and he 
sees nothing wrong with it. 
But "offensive beyond tasteless" is the way history 
department chairwoman Anita Shelton described the ven-
ture. 
Shelton, who spent 1981-82 and 1983-84 in Auschwitz 
completing her dissertation, said "it reeks of the type of 
capitalism running wild in Poland, in keeping with a great 
number of developments there." 
What makes Auschwitz particularly moving, Shelton 
said, is the little amount of renovation done to the site. 
"They did very little to turn it into a tourist park," she 
said. "It is as bleak, as tragic, after all these years. 
"I remember seeing the trees and thinking 'Wow. These 
are full grown trees that have probably been here 50 or 60 
years. The leaves were rustling like this when a!l the horror 
was going on."' 
But what about the claim that it is time to bury the past 
and move on? Would building on the site serve as a band-
aid of sorts - covering up the past and allowing those 
affected to heal? 
History Professor Roger Beck thinks it may. 
"My natural reaction is to say it's just another greedy 
capitalist trying to make a buck with no respect for histo-
ry," he said. "But that may not be the case." 
Although he has never been to Auschwitz, Beck said he 
traveled to Germany about 30 years ago and remembers 
--
"It's time to 
put our 'needs' 
aside and rec-
ognize things 
for what they 
are." 
riding a bus from Munich 
Dachau, another death camp 
with "a lot of people you k 
had been alive during the time 
the war." 
"I kept thinking, 'What do 
think of us? "' he said. "T 
would just sit there. They di 
smile, they didn't talk, they · 
sat there. 
"And I thought 'What do 
think of all these people from 
~·'*""'"'''" =="" *"""· over the world coming to 
these places that many of them may have lived in 
worked in or operated?'" he said. "It's part of the w 
experience of these places." 
Logic tells me that a supermarket would detract 
this experience. 
But, Beck said, "Life goes on. Populations grow, 
need stores, they need shops, they need food." 
"You want to say people want to get on with their !iv 
he said. "I'm not trying to trivialize it at all, but it 
simply be a response to the population." 
But of all the sites in Poland, why does a site where 1 
million people were killed have to cater to our "ne 
Why can't the site be revered as sacred ground, not to 
touched by developers? 
In a word, tourism. 
Thousands of people with money to burn travel 
Auschwitz yearly to visit the site. A sobering visit to 
death camp can be topped off with a materialistically- · 
fying trip to the mall. · · 
Tue ,whole idea is wrong. Th camP.-is more than o 
land. It's history that should be respected, not ignored. 
It's time population responded to an event, rather t 
an event responding to population. It's time to put o 
"needs" aside and recognize things for what they are. 
It's time we own up to the atrocities committed in 
past and refuse to cover the mistakes for the sake of co 
nience. 
-Heidi Keib/er is editor in chief for The Daily Eastem 
News. Her e-mail number is cuhk@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu. 
rv- • •. 
'"'- --4 • ~" 
-' . - -·· . . - · ·- · .---- . 
'.\-1.IJ Of\ ,bs, w~r.: j~&f- f;,,;~ vp-;~s~ ,, ~ovt" cont-na..c.+ .. ~ . 
Gay couples deserve 
same marriage rights 
as heterosexuals 
Dear editor: 
Here in Iowa, all of the Republican 
presidential candidates except for 
Richard Lugar signed letters pledging to 
oppose legalizations of same-sex mar-
riage. Leaders of religious right groups 
keep calling these marriages "immoral." 
About 20 states, including Illinois, are 
considering anti-marriage legislation. 
If it's good for society when hetero-
sexual couples make a vow to be faithful 
in lifetime commitments and settle down 
in permanent, monogamous, legally-
sanctioned relationships, why is it bad 
when same-sex couples do the likewise? 
Out of one side of their mouths, the 
religiou·s right suggests gay people 
promiscuous, engaging in repeated sexu-
al acts with unmarried partners. Out of 
the other, they say that allowing gay peo-
your turn 
tionships between adults - straight and 
gay. It's time for reasonable people to 
take the challenge to look beyond stereo-
types and face the facts: Gay people have 
the same human needs for genuine affec-
. tions and committed companionship as 
do heterosexuals. And so they deserve 
the same right and responsibilities in the 
eyes of the law. 
What is truly immoral is the religious 
right's constant campaign to slander 
decent, tax-paying, law-abiding gay 
Americans who want no "special" rights, 
just happy lives. 
Alan Light 
Iowa City, IA. 
ay peop e need 
acceptance, equal 
rights from society 
ple to marry will be the end of civiliza- Dear editor: 
thinks gay people should stay in the clOSi 
et. A lot of people feel that way. 
As long as gays stay in the closet, hi 
ing and lying about who they are, the 
are invisible. And no one hears the crid 
for justice from an invisible minority. 
no one has to face their own prejudicei 
and ridiculous adolescent fears. 
Equal rights and acceptance as 
human being are goals I hope for as 1 
gay man. I want to live openly, honest! 
and with dignity. I don't want to be 1 
secret no one wants to acknowledge 
Communications is the only key to th 
goals. 
Every gay person I've know has, 
one time or another, been "in the closet' 
I was too. Our family, friends and 
workers had no idea we were gay uni 
we "came out" and were honest wit 
them. 
I would tell Buchanan that it is no 
perversion when a gay person act: 
according to his or her nature. The per 
version occurs when people like hin 
force homosexuals to hide and lie anc 
pretend to be something they are not. tions. Pat Buchanan says if he is elected 
-Miguel de Cervantes Society has a compelling interest in president he won't include any openly 
"""tioiiililiiiiiiMiii!iilUil-IQlliOitliiiiiiiiillil _______ _.....__....., _ _,,_,~!l~OUragin.e_ ~t!l2!,e* ..,fl!~f!.0_$!1J19~~ !~1!1: • ,ga,Y. l?~'?ple~.ip l!i~ ~ipj\t{C!~~~~ 
. , t- - Wiiiiam c. Stosln1 
.... • .... ~* ~ ........ ~ • • • .Jow~ c!tY" 1~ 
• 4 ~ ,.,. •~"'° "" .. ._.,_ +-rit-v~ ~~-~'t-~..- ~~~ 
The Dally Eastern News 
Senate to consider 
commuter lot change 
By REAGAN BRANHAM 
Student government editor 
change last week to give the sen-
ate members a chance to see if stu-
dents are in favor of the change. 
Student Senate members will The senate will also vote 
vote' tonight on a resolution to tonight on a resolution that would 
allow all commuting students to give $800 to supplement a 
park in any student lot rather than Peacefest program being held later 
be restricted to undergraduate lots. in the semester. 
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. Senate member Erin Weed, 
ton ight in the Arcola/Tuscola author of the resolution, said 
Room of the Martin Luther King Peacefest is a campus-wide pro-
Jr. University Union. gram to increase voter registration 
Senate member Eric Williams, and recycling, among other things. 
who authored the resolution, said She added these are issues the sen-
undergraduate commuting stu- ate has been pushing for so it is 
dents would still pay the '$150 for important for the senate to support 
a parking pass, b1.1.t any student lot this. 
would be available for them to The money would come from 
park in. - part of the senate budget that was 
Any student over 21 years old originally allocated for a Student 
may park in any student lot. Government conference. The sen-
Williams said the students must ate never attended the conference 
be able to prove they are corn- and now has leftover funds that 
muters living with parents to be will be put in the Apportionment 
eligible to park in any student lot. Board's reserve account if they are 
The senate tabled the by law not used. . , , . 
eiiy:parkfng··Olif i'.fiance · .·. 
could raise rental costs 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Staff writer 
about the proposal because it 
would dissuade new developments. 
" I feel like it's a potential deter-
Rental fees may increase and rent to developers," he said. "I 
new developments could dwindle don't want to set up any more 
if a proposed apartment-parking roadblocks to developers." 
ord inance is passed by the However, Commissioner John 
Charleston City Council next Winnett said he does not think 
week. · · development would be affected. 
The proposed ordinance would "I don't think (the ordinance) 
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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO 
THE FALL CLASS SCHEDULE 
Course Description 
ART DEPARTMENT 
Sect Call # Instructor Meeting Times 
ART 3080 Watercolor #001 . 0377 Sorge, Walter 1000-1140MWF 
ART 3252 Ceramics III #001 0397 Naragon, Dwayne 1100-1330TR 
ART 5100 Spee Studies I #003 0558 Griffin, David 1600-1740TR 
#Course has fee. See statement at beginning of Fall 1996 course listing. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BIO 5150 Grad Seminar 001 2779 Fischer, Robert 
Zimmerman, Douglas BIO 5150 Grad Seminar 002 2780 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
EIU 4006 Romantic Vision 001 1372 Kilgore, John 
ENGLISH 
ENG 4950 Lit Hist Biblio 001 2401 
ENG 4950 Lit Hist Biblio 002 2402 
Swords, Stephen 
McCormick, Frank 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOWGY 
INT 1001 Intro to CAD 001 
MANAGEMENT 
001 MGT 4310 Org Be~avior 
) ; , •JI I ~ I ":'.'.< ~ l ,- < .... ... J .l' - .. 
MUSIC 
MUS 2204 Piano Skills 001 
MUS2205 Keyboard Ski! I 001 
MUS22Zl KB Pedagogy t 001 
MUS :2360 lnstr Conducting OOi 
MUS 2440 Lab in Music Ed 001 
MUS 2530 Jazz Improv II 001 
MUS 2541 Music Theory III 001 
MUS 2541 Music Theory III 002 
MUS 5531 Hom 001 
MUS 5531 Hom. 002 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
3706 Sutliff, Ron 
4220 Marlow, Edward 
"' 
5078 Staff 
5083 Staff 
5088 Sanders, Karen 
5093 Manfredo, Joseph 
·5098 · Poulter, Patricia 
5103 Staff 
5108 Hesterman, Peter 
5109 Borah, Bernard 
5430 Smith, Christopher 
5431 Smith, Christopher 
PLS 2253 Golba! Politic 003 6336 Lateef, A. . 
1200-1250TR 
1300-1350TR 
1500· 1550MW 
1400-1415TR 
1500-1615MW 
1100-1150M 
1400-1515TR · 
1200-1250TR 
1500-1550TR 
1300-1350MWF 
1600-1650T 
0900·0950MW 
0900-0950TR 
ARR 
1000-1050MWF 
1400-1450MWF 
ARR 
ARR 
1500~ 1550 MWF 
Room 
FAA300 
FAAlOO 
FAA102 
LS325 
LS206 
CH306 
CH31l 
CH311 
KH212 
CH203 
FAM210 
-FAM210 
FAM204 
FAM210 
.FAM013 
FAM007 
ARR 
FAM006 
FAM122 
ARR 
ARR 
Col. 210 
CR 
03 
03 
02 
01 
01 
02 
03 
03 
01 
03 
01 
01 
03 
01 
01 
. 01 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
force property owners to provide will slow down development," he 
\mc~~S(Bjlf-!<i.ng,{or vi.§it_9r .. ~aicI~ ".Q11,pJe.xei; wil_Lke~p .going,, ;,:<'· 
~'ih~0t~ers:-' "( /- '-~"'iJn'd p.ti\1tte ' housing· wilJ ke'eJY' ., · "' 
"You're not going to see any going." · 
.d;.: 
~ 
more new apartments in Char- Stewart said he is against the 
lesion (put up) by private compa- ordinance because of the 10 per-
nies,'' said property owner Brian cent addition. 
Myerscough. "It's going to raise " I think it's overkill ," he said. 
the cost of housing." "The (BZAP) came up with the 
The ordinance could cause recommendation of an extra park-
developers to stay away from ing space per bedroom, but the 
Charleston, because the additional zoning board yoted unanimously , 
parking would cost too much, said against the 10 percent." 
Myerscough, a member of the The ordinance would require an 
Charleston Board of Zoning, additional parking space for each 
Appeals and Planning. bedroom in a rental building. 
The ordinance was placed on "If you' re talking about a 12-
EIGHT AND FIVE WEEK TERM 
Course Description Sect Call # Instructor Meeting Times 
BIOLOGICAL S<;:IENCES 
BIO 5900 Research 005 1073 Staff ARR 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
EDF 5500 Curriculum Dev 002 0781 Wilkins, Elizabeth 1030-1300TR 
EDF 5510 Soc Fouqd Ed 001 0786 Edwards, Audrey 1330-1600TR 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHI 1500 Culture 001 1838 Sterling, Grant 1900-213qTR 
Room CR 
ARR 05 
CH101 03 
CH\Q9B 03 
CH228 03 
file for public inspection at the unit apartment building with two 
March 5 city council meeting and ,bedroOfl!S per unit, that 's 36 park-
will be voted on M_!!i:_ch.19.-:-- : " ~,...i ngjipaces plus the ~_lD percent -
Charleston Commissioner .Greg that 's - about 40 . '.:,spaces," - PSYYC36H900LCOOGNTYORV_T,OPICS "- . 08,00-lOOOMTWRF S108 
Stewart said he also is concerned Myerscough said. ,': - L.:: :=== ======:0:5:1::2:11:3: W: il:so:· n:':K:e:it=n ============0:3:::::::J 
~NTT 
B THIN. 
WE'LL HELP YOU 
WIN THAT FIGHT 
WITH GOURMET SUBS 
WORTH EVERY BITE! JIMMY JOHN.'S 
GOURMET SUBS 
"WE BRING 'EM TO YA" · 
345-1075 
LINCOLN AVE. 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 
ccOPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
0 UB Comedy ·Presents A,N\ATEUR NIGHT 1111 Friday,Apil 19 in the-
We want YOU to make us laugh. Be one of 5 Eastern students to com-
pete in our AMATEUR COMEDY COMPETITION, hosted by a 
professional EmCee. If you think you're funny, fill out the info and return 
it to the UB office (Room 201 of the Union) by 4 o'clock, Wednesday 
March 27. Sign u p for additions here too. 
Name: Year in school: 
School Address: Major: 
School Phone: 
All Candidates will meet on Tuesday, March 26. Watch the Campus Clips 
for meeting location. Questions should and will go to Cyndi at 581-5117. Tryouts 
will be Monday and Wednesday April 1 and 3 at 8pm. 
Wha~ can you win??? 
Gift certificates from the Cross-County Mall: 
- In: $100.00 2ml: $50.00 Sm: $25.oo 
Disclaimer: The University Board Comedy Committee, in sponsor!!& such event takes no 
responsibility for the dismissal of said acts on the grounds oranythin . Any danger entailed to 
said participants due to fruit being thrown at bad acts shall be consi ered of the said persons 
own faulf and said person shall not hold the Emcee nor the above sponsors of the event 
responsible. The sponsor encouraies above participants to not use 
rubber chickens in their acts • 
.. --------------··-···-··----.... -. ~-·· : •.· .· - ~ - " - .. - -'• -
67 w'e111iesaay,-=MarbM ~1~ ·jf gg6 1 
University Club to host dinner 
Faculty, staff, administrators planning party 
By JENNIFER VALENCIA 
Staff writer 
The University Club, an organization made up of 
faculty, staff and administrators, will be hosting a 
dinner party at the end of the month for members 
and non-members. 
The dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. March 30 at 
Andrews at the Westbrook, located in Paris, Ill. The 
deadline to reserve a seat is March 21. 
The hors d'oeuvres social hour will be from 6:30 
p.m. to 7:15 p.m. furnished by the club and dinner 
will follow. 
Focal hour admission is free for club members 
and $5 for non-members. Dinner will be paid for 
individually and reservations are required. 
"The University Club provides a place to have fun 
and socialize," said Ali Moshtagh, associate profes-
sor of economics and president of the University 
Club. 
Moshtagh has been a member since 1987. Faculty, 
staff and administrators may become members sim-
ply by paying dues, Moshtagh said. 
All of the club's functions are open so non-mem-
bers can also participate in its activities for a small 
fee. The club tries to hold at least one event each 
month, Moshtagh said. 
The University Club is discussing ideas for future 
events such as an international dinner, a Mexican 
dinner provided by a chef or a picnic. 
"I really enjoy being part of the club and I can 
take part in different social events," Moshtagh said. 
Campus orchestra to play for kids 
Group performing traditional children~s compositions 
By MISSA BECK 
Staff writer 
from Springfield. She wrote a 
' ' 
It's a chance for chil- piece entitled "Dream." 
dren to use their imag- The Division II winner is 
The EIU Community and ination and many at that age Timothy K. Lin, an eighth grad-
University Orchestra will be have never heard an arches- er from Tinley Park. 
performing Thursday - but He wrote an orchestral com-
adults aren't invited. · tra before." position entitled "Overture 
The orchestra is performing - Donald Tracy, Fantastique." 
for fourth through sixth grade orchestra conductor "Grimm's piece was original-
children at noon and 1:15 p.m. "''"'"'re""'"'~"'""""'"''"'~'""'"""'"""'"'""'''"""'""""'""""'"''""'' ly a piano one, but was adapted 
Thursday in the Dvorak Concert miere two compositions written for orchestra," said Mary Ann 
Hall. by young musicians. Bialeck, professor of music and 
Admission to the concert is The musicians were chosen coordinator of the event. "Lin's 
free and open to the public. by Eastern's music faculty in piece was meant for ensembles 
The Children's Orchestra January. of instn.iments." 
Concert will begin with a bas- Winners were chosen based "It's a chance for children to 
soon concerto by Johann on creativity, originality and use their imagination and many Fo,vta1"l"1ng 
Christian Stumpf. melodic abilities and develop- at that age have never heard an :A 
It will end with "Peter and ments. orchestra before," said Donald Frank Gutowski, a freshman history major, misses a Foxtail in tht 
the Wolf" by Sergi Prokofiev. The Division I winner is Tracy, professor of music and North Quad Tuesday afternoon. The temperature reached to the high 
The orchestra will also pre- Maria Grimm, a sixth grader orchestra conductor. . 50s, bringing many students out to the quad to enjoy the weather. 
OOihn·;~ D1.l·l-bin prep·are for upcdnling D9rriocratiC·prmrar: 
CHICAGO (AP) - Pat Quinn 
pounded away Tuesday on one of 
his favorite campaign issues -
term limits - while Rep. Dick 
Durbin chided Quinn for ignoring 
real issues one week before their 
showdown in the Democratic pri-
mary for the U.S. Senate. · 
Quinn, who has campaigned 
for a constitutional amendment to 
restrict lawmakers' terms, is 
repeating his promise to serve no 
more than two six-year terms if 
elected to the Senate. And he says 
congressmen like Durbin who are 
opposed to term limits are just 
trying to protect their salaries and 
benefits. 
Durbin, who says voters should 
decide when a lawmaker is fin-
ished, talked with steel workers 
during a tour of the A. Fink! & 
Sons plant in Chicago and said he 
didn't get a single question about 
term limits. 
"They asked me about taxes, 
they asked me about how to pay 
for college education expenses, 
they asked me about some of the 
basics in terms of how they 're 
going to be able to provide health 
insurance for their families, that's 
what . real people worry about," 
said Durbin, a congressman from 
Springfield since 1982. 
"Pat Quinn is off in politician's 
la-la land. He oughta really get in 
touch with real people and what 
they're concerned with." 
Durbin, bathed in the glow of 
steel molded at 1, 700 degrees, 
talked to Fink! workers who told 
him how they have regained a 
competitive edge over foreign 
steelmakers. Later, ~ he-remfodec! ~" 
workers that· he vuted .for . the 
North American Fr~e Trade 
Agreement, which has helped the 
Chicago company increase ex-
ports. 
"Protectionism will cost jobs," 
Durbin said. 
Quinn countered that NAFTA 
has cost Americans jobs and tried 
to link Durbin's NAFTA support 
to his opposition to term limits. 
"All of these things are kind of 
Washington politics on the 
inside," Quinn said in a telephone 
interview. 
~~;: J>~JJyh~te.:p ~ews . lookiq.~ 'f~{. ~[i~~r~i ggptg~r~aoers agd d~sigpers. 
Gall 58t-2812 ana a~k for Travis 
345-7849 
Way Back Wednesday 
Songs of the SO's • Super Specials 
Libertarian ballots available to lllinoisans 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Two U.S. Senate candi- · the winners of the Democratic and Republican sen· 
dates give Illinoisans a chance to do something rare ate primaries in November's general election. 
on March 19 - vote in a Libertarian Party primary Here's how they stand on key issues based on 
contest. responses they gave to questions from The 
Instead of asking for the old standby ballots of Associated Press: Miller calls flat-rate income tax 
Republicans and Democrats, voters can request a proposals promoted by Republicans "big and flat 
Libertarian ballot to choose between David because they aren't reducing the size of the federal 
Hoscheidt and Robin Miller. government." 
"What is unusual is for a party other than "Libertarians are opposed to taxation on princi· 
Republicans or Democrats to be holding a primary pie," Miller says. "We do not seek reform. We seek 
election," says Ronald Michaelson, executive ·repeal. A flat tax is ' acceptable with a rate of zero. 
director of the State Board qf ~lection's. ·, ~ ~ '. • ,-. I .'J ~ - 1pe'rcerlt':._.:··~voihfarn ~t, y~u keep it - an~of it;'~ l J.' ' 
Michaelson said he thin~tlie contest is' the'first ' ·· Re ' ilsQJfavors aooTishing tlfo ''capital gains·tax 
Libertarian primary in lllinois in at least a quarter and the estate tax, and he opposes giving tax cred-
of a century. its for children. 
Either Hoscheidt, 36, a Bloomington attorney, or Hoscheidt believes income taxes should be 
Miller, 36, an East Peoria businessman, will face reduced and eventually abolished, although taxes 
Quinn also cited Durbin 's 
insider status for his huge fund-
rai sing advantage, which has 
enabled Durbin to spend more 
than half a million dollars on tele-
vision ads to boost his name 
recognition in vote-rich Chicago 
and elsewhere. 
Quinn, a one-term state treasur-
er who has mounted several 
statewide campaigns, had to pull 
his single television ad over the 
weekend and is raising money 
day by day to get his ad on televi-
sion as much as possible in the 
last few days before the March 19 
election. 
Durbin says he's also raising 
money day-by-day, but that's to 
keep two commercials on the air 
in Chicago and two others playing 
in Downstate markets. 
Quinn said he was buoyed by a 
poll released this week by the 
-~~-for a career in a 
~<§J<SJJ Law, Medicine, or 
Business related field? 
-
Consider a major in Family and 
Consumer Sciences 
Call Rose Bradley at 581- 5310, 
or at 104 Kiehm Hall 
-----~·-----. -- -----·--
Centralia man shot 
after hostage crisis 
CENTRALIA (AP) - A 
Central ia man held several 
bostages at gunpoint in a hospi-
lal hallway before a police offi-
cer shot and killed him. 
Levi Williams III, 20 , was 
pronou nced dead of a chest 
wound minutes after the Mon-
day night shooting at St. Mary's 
Hospital. 
"You don't like to see this 
thing happen, but 1 guess it hap-
pens in small - as well as big -
towns these days," Centralia 
Pol ice Chief Arland Speidel 
said. 
Police officers had arrested 
Wi lliams earlier Monday on a 
charge of violating an order of 
protection involving a girlfriend. 
Wi llia ms, a standout high 
school athlete, was on probation 
after being convicted several 
months ago of aggravated bat-
tery for beating the woman, 
Marion County State's Attorney 
James Creason said. 
Williams was released shortly 
after his arrest Monday because 
violating an order of protection 
is only a misdemeanor, Creason 
said. 
The girlfriend called police 
again Monday night to complain 
that Williams was bothering her, 
Speidel said. Two officers con-
fronted Williams at about 11 
p.m. Police said Williams shot 
one of them in the hand with a 
pistol when the officer tried to 
disarm him. 
Another officer returned fire, 
but Williams was only slightly 
wounded and managed to hop in 
a car and escape. 
Williams then drove fo ur to 
five blocks to St. Mary's, where 
he took about five hostages in a 
foyer outside the emergency 
room. One of the hostages was 
an unarmed hospital security 
guard. 
After a half-hour standoff 
with more than a dozen officers, 
Williams threatened to shoot a 
hostage, Illinois State Police 
Captain Dennis Lovell said. 
Census: Americans 
marrying later in life 
Divorce rate also on the rise 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Am- to climb toward the current rec-
ericans are tyin~the knot tat~ ~ ord level, said Arlene S~luter, 
i• JN ~ . l!b&fme. "'Tire tlte;·stu«l'y 'S' author. ·· · · ~ · 
When your 
money's 
running out, and 
the rent is 
coming due ... 
Sell _your stuff 
in The News' 
Classifieds! 
ll.THEY WILL 
WORK FOR 
YOU!! 
The Men of 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
would like to thank 
j®llllUJfY JN/®D~©llll 
for being a 
wonderful sweetheart! 
typical age for a first marriage In years past, there was some 
bas cl imbed to 26.7 years for kind of a magic date by which 
men and 24.5 for women, the people had to be married, ob-
Census Bureau reported served Stephanie Kenitzer of 
Tuesday. Odenton, Md., who said her 
P1:N' Jiil PA~\N' IT· Ml· ; E~• Ta, \"ll'·~~T·· ··s-1• ~ ... lr\ !U V . U , - E ~ ~ , .r ¥¥ . J' 
At the same time, people are own marriage at age 27 "just 
showing less patience with kind of happened when it hap-
problem marriages as growing pened." 
numbers unravel the bond with "People aren't saying, 'I'm 
divorce , according to the 20 or I'm 25, so I'm an old 
Census report, "Marital Status maid,"' she said. "It's no longer 
and Liv ing Arrangements: looked upon as a negative that 
March 1994." In 1890, when you're not married at a certain 
age at marriage was first col- age. 
WHEN: 
Ma_rch 25,26, & 27 
6:00 • 10:00 pm 
WH, :E· -R'E··' ; . ...... · .... ····-· -
Lantz Gymnasium 
For more information, 
lected, the median age to get "They're more free to make 
hitched w_?~ ;~6) . fou~~n" ~Jl.d , _qec~~~on o,nJ tl}~ir .<>"Y-~ l!nd so 
22.0 for wp~~n-: :... J( q%ii ~ {?' . ~i n r P,e~,p)~ .~l,<; :.~~iting longer. ·l ei;' 
The m~rqag.e, .ag~1 de~~~-~e~ c '.!'o/a tcrd lqnge,r ... T,~-C1Fe :w~s pq-- -
slowly for 66 years, then started pressure." 
.. ,·,_ -, ",. call 581-6381 or stop by 
Homeward Bound II (G) 
5:00, 7:15, 9:15 Sat., Sun. Mat.: 12:15, 2:45 
Muppets Treasure Island (G) 
4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sal, Sun. Mat.: 12:00, 2:15 
Broken Arrow (R) 
4:15, 7:00, 9:30 Sal, Sun. Mat.: 1 :30 
Down Periscope (PG-13) 
5:30, 7:45, 9:50 Sat., Sun., Mat.: 12:45, 3:15 -
Happy Gilmore (PG-13) 
5:15, 7:30, 9:45 Sal , Sun. Mat.: 12:30, 3 :00 
Mr. Holland's Opus (PG) 
5:00, 8:00 Sal, Sun. Mat: 2:00 
Up Close & Personal (PG-13) 
4:00, 7:00, 10:00 Sat., Sun. Mat: 1 :00 
Rumble In the Bronx (R) 
4:45, 7:15, 9:15 Sat., Sun Mat: 12:15, 2:30 
KELS EY 81AMMEB 
PIJWH f!Rl~C'1'\ 
.l§l -.t' II 
UP CLOSE& 
PERSONAL 
ROBERT REDFORD 
MICHELLE PFEIFFER [PG-1.11 
r m Reiill on Popcorn (J Soit Drinks! 
I . 
.U I 'I' ,I ~ • : 
YOUNGSTOWN 
NOW RENTING 
EAIL '96~'97 · SUMMER '96 
[5J'Fbr~ 
[56 Dishw"c:iSherS 
[5J' Gfilbage Disp:)sals 
[56 o:ntra1. Air 
r.-./ 10 In:i. re:e::s ar 
M 1 Year I e:s=s 
l5J' w cx:rled IDCation 
[56 3 Iairlty Rcilit.ie3 
l5J' 1,2,3,&4 Berlrooms 
l5J' O'l site m:mager 
[56 24 Hr. Maintenan:e 
(E.'llenin;Js are arergen::y cnl y) 
[56 ~units 
[5J' $50.00 Iefea:al Plan 
CALL 345-2363 
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET 
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH 
MAKE A VIEWING 
APPT. TODAY!! 
260 Lumpkin Hall 
Celebrate Hump Da:Y 
with these great 
specials at 
J 'BR,RY·•,s p ·1:ZZA 
& ; P'UB; 
CORNER OF 4TH 
AND LINCOLN 
345-2844 
$2°0 OFF I $1°0 OFF I I 
LARGE PIZZA I SMALL PIZZA I 
AND FREE I AND FREE I 
QT.OF COKE I QT. OF COKE I I 
EXP. 3/20/96 I EXP. 3/20/96 I 
WE DELIVER I 1 am to Close 
Wednesday, March 13, 1996 
8 
Services Offered 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Lose 
8-100 pounds. New Metabolism 
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in 
3 weeks. Guaranteed results. $35 
cost. 1-800-666-3829 
3/29 
EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS NOW 
on motorcycle insurance. Call 
BILL HALL 345-7023 or stop by 
HALL INSURANCE 1010 East 
Lincoln. 
3126 
SAVE MONEY for break by calling 
BILL HALL 345-7023. Your auto 
insurance payments at HALL 
INSURANCE can save you 
money. Stop by 1010 East Lincoln 
today! 
Help Wanted 
3/15 
USED CD's The area's largest 
selection of used CD's, cassettes, 
concert T-Shirts, and video 
games. We buy, sell, and trade. 
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st. 
Mattoon. 234-3668 
5/6 
Hele Wanted 
Korea. Many employers provide 
room & board + other benefits. No 
teaching background or Asian lan-
guages required . For more infor-
mation call : (206) 971-3570 ext. 
J57383 
4/2 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted for 
private Michigan boys/girls sum-
mer camps . Teach : swimming , 
canoeing , sailing, waterskiing , 
gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, 
golf, sports, computers, camping, 
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $1250 or more plus R&B. 
Camp LWC/GWCC, 1765 Maple, 
Nfld., IL 60093. 708-446-2444. 
5/1 
CHARLESTON RECREATION 
DEPT. is seeking enthusiastic, 
responsible employees for sum-
mer work: lifeguards, day camp, 
gymnastics. Apply at 520 
Jackson, 2nd Floor 
· Adoption 
3/13 
FARM HELP NEEDED. 
Experience preferred. Call after 3 
pm or leave a message on 
machine. 348-8906 
3/29 
$40,000/yr. INCOME POTEN-
TIAL. Home typists/PC users. Toll 
Rides 
d advertisin The Dally Eastern News 
Room mates 
3/14 
SHARE HOUSE BY THE 
SQUARE, Own room, $175/mo. 
Pets allowed. Begin lease in June. 
345-7632 
3/14 
1-2 FEMALE ROOMMATES 
NEEDED. 1523 Second Street. 
Reasonable rent own room. Great 
Location call 345-3960 
3/14 
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
SubleSSOrS 
ED 3 BDRM Park Place Apts. 
Fully Furnished. Call 345-5247 
3/15 
SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 
Summer '96, Park Place Apts. 3 
bedrooms. Call Tricia 345-4781 
3/14 
SUMMER SUBLET, 2 bedroom, 
near campus, price negotiable, 
call 345-4nO 
3/13 
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED for 
Summer/96 for a spacious effi-
ciency. Close to campus. All utili-
ties included. Great Deal. Call 
Jason at 345-9846 
3/13 
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED. Furnished apartment, 2 big 
bedrooms, A/C, very close to 
campus, rent negotiable. Call 
For Rent 
Rooms For Females. $100/mo 
plus utilities. Parking . Only 3 
Rooms Left. Furnished 234-4831 
3/28 
3 OR 4 BEDROOM, VERY 
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FUR-
NISHED, DISHWASHER, 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN-
TRAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO, 
LEASE. CALL 345-2363 
5/6 
4-5 GIRLS, cozy 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for '96-'97 school 
year, appliances, near Old Main. 
348-8406. 
5/6 
1 AND 2 BDRM. APTS. STILL 
AVAILABLE. CALL OLDETOWN 
MANAGEMENT 345-6533 
3/15. 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR, 
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTE-
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-
6000 
5/6 
ONE BEDROOM APTS, Fall '96, 
QUIET, mature persons. All utili-
ties paid. 1 Bdrm $365-1 person, 
$200 per person-2 people. 11 112 
month leases: Unfurnished. Call 
345·6759~1eave message .~No 
Parties I 
5/6 
____ F_o_r_R_e-nt ____ & deposit. No pets. 345-4602 
----------- 3/15 5/6 SEEKING GRADUATE STU· 
1 BEDROOM APTS. FUR· DENTS to share expenset 
NISHED, DISHWASHER, Summer and 1996-97 school 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN- term. Two bedroom home closelO 
TAAL AIR , AND DECKS. Call "Ac:."'a"" 
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 345- campus. ~
2363 3/15 
REMODELED 3 BEDROOM sit 
5/6 1 block north of Domino's. Low 
HOUSES FOR RENT. 4 to 5 peo- utilities. Call 348-8792. 
pie Ask for Lisa/Barb/Mike 348-
5947 
4/1 
VARIETY AVAILABLE. Housing 
for 1-4 tenants-houses or apts. 
Good units, good locations. Pick 
up list at C21Wood, 1512 A 
Street. 
3/14 
HOUSE-CLOSE TO CAMPUS for 
5-6 students. 2 baths, large clos-
ets, IQw utilities. 348-011 o or 234-
8n4 
3/15 
HOUSE 5-6 PEOPLE, House 4 
people, 1 & 2 bedroom apt. Lease 
3/15 
NOW LEASING for 96-97 school 
year- New Village Pointe Apts, 
close to campus. Only 6 (3 bed-
rooms) left. 10 month lease- for 
more information call 345-2516 
leave message 
3/13 
NICE LARGE FIVE BEDROOM 
HOUSE with 2 full baths. 
Unfurnished. For more information 
Please call 345-2784 
3/14 
P I MA pledge meeting at 6 p.m. tonig 
Professional attire. . 
PHI GAMMA NU executive board meeting at 4:15 p.m. today In 
Lumpkin Hall. Letter day wear your letters. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA business meeting at 5:30 p.m. tonight in 1he 
Effingham room. Formal$ is due. _ Call Chris at :MB-1783 If you can't 
attend. '\ •, "'1 ,• ' I. -, -- -
0 
WARBLER PHOTOGRAPHER'$ meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the 
Newsroom. Please attend and tum in your assignment. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel (Hawaii, 
Mexico , the Caribbean, etc.) . 
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available. No experience 
necessary. For more information 
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C57384 
tr""ee- 1""-'"'50""0""-""59""5"".'"'911- 8 ..... Ext ...... ""T'"'-22""~-6""2"""~ Alyssa/April st 581-2236 
VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apt. 
3-4 people furnished. Garbage 
disposal, dishwasher, central air, 
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 345-
2363 
LUTHERAN Sl\JDENT FELLOWSHIP bible study at 8 p.m. tonight at 
the Church. 
IMMANUEL WTHERAN CHURCH Lent service at 7 p.m. tonight at 1he 
Church. Topic is "Pilate the Coward". 3/15 NATIONAL COMPANY NEED 
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High 
income potential. No experience 
required . For info call 202-393-
n23. 
for listings. 3114 
----------- SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Summer MULTI-CULTURAL Sl\JDENT Union meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the 
Shelbyville room. We encourage anyone interested in finding out more 
about our purpose to come to the meeting. 
5/6 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-
Positions are now available at 
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife 
Preserves. Excellent benefits + 
Bonuses! Call : 1-206-971-3620 
ext. N57384 
3/15 
Room mates 
3/13 
LET'S HELP EACH OTHER 
ADOPTION: Full time morn and 
devoted dad can provide your 
newborn with a loving, warm and 
financially stable home filled with 
joy and laughter. Financial assis-
tance. Please call any time Doona 
and Dennis 1-800-314-4265. 
T~ACH ENGLISH ABROAD- 3/15 
M'like up to $25-$45/hr. teaching 11 LOOKING..FO..ll 131DE. to Park 
b~ic conversational English •11 Ridge or N.W. Suburbs for Friday· 
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S . 3/15willpayGascall581-8132 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: 
~-------------------
Address: ~-----------------'--
Phone: Student O Yes O No 
Dates to run 
----------------~ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:---- -----------
Expiration code (office use only) - -----------
Person accepting ad _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
ocash 0Check 0Credit 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
WEDNESDAY 
'96. Park Place Apts. 2 bedrooms, 
Call 345-8532 
3/29 
SUMMER '96 SUBLESSOR 
NEEDED. 2 bdrm apt, parking, 
dishwasher, 1 blocl< from campus. 
348-0058 
3/27 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
for summer/96. Park Place. 
Please call Tara 348-5924 Leave 
a message. 
5/6 
FURNISHED APARTMENT AND 
ROOMS for summer. 234-4831 
3/13 
McARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97 
school year. Two bedroom fur-
nished Apartments 12-month 
lease 345-2231 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA active meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Sullivlrl 
room. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION student -led Communion at 9:30 p.m. at the 
Chapel of the Wesley United Methodist Church. Everyone invited. 
STUDENT VOWNTEER CENTER will visit Hilltop Nursing Home 2 · 3 
p.m. today. Meet at the Center at 1 :45 p.m. if you would like to go. 
UB HOMECOMING COMMITTEE meeting at 9:30 p.m. tonight in the 
Arcola/Tuscola room. Come prepared to discuss themes. If you camot 
attend call April 3902. -
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass at 9 p.m. tonight in the Chapel. 
5/6 Fellowship following iri the lounge. 
NOW RENTING- two bedroom WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL'S panel discussion " Women and 
apartments for '9&'97 school year. Welfare Reform" at 4 p.m. today in the Char1esto!Y1v'fattoon r09m., , 
- 3/26. ~ Carlyle Apartment~ ~46 .· ' ,. NSSLHA GUEST $peaket ",:. u~:A'tijo1'1brigitt:!~'f !C,~~~irt G'S' 
SUMMER ONLY. Nice Individual 201. Presentation is on Special Education Rights for~aterns.' ~ It ll '1fll 
ACROSS 
'1 Moreover 
35 Porter nom de 
plume 
A Roll-on 
alternative 
H Staggering 
:. Senate V.l.P. 
-B Behead, maybe 
m Camden Yards 
birds 
3a Quicker writer? 
39 1751 Fielding 
novel 
40 [uh-ohl] 
IO Seaside factory 
11 Singular 
....17 Problem solved 
with drops 
o Stores on the 
Plaza del Sol 
;J:t More diminutive 
comic? 
.. .2:t L.A. campus 
22Author 
"'23 Pool activity 
::a Mess up 
-47 Halloween garb 
-u Self-proclaimed 
psychic Gelle r 
-n Indian attire 
41 "The Island of 
the Day Before" 
novelist 
42 Noted consumer 
advocate 
43 With 38-Down.:a 
Chinese dish 
44 The "A" in M .A . 
41 Actress Barbara 
-Geddes 
441 Beach shade 
48 Taller actress? 
ssPol'smedia 
event 
H Former French 
colony 
DOWN 
1 Sacramento 
newspaper 
a Final 
3 Antitoxins 
4 Son of Daeclalus 
· I Tear channels 
• Puritan work 
Puzzle by Melt Gaoffney 
33 Recipe word 
34 Detective's cry 
31 Hooter 
37 Hearty br~ 
31 See 43-Across 
43 With all one's 
heart 
44 Bassett of 
"Waiting to 
Exhale" 
45 Main street of 
Toronto 
41Flatsign 
47 Tee off 
48 Stadium.seating 
55,601 
49 Brass piece 
10 British prep 
school 
51 Getup• 
52 Friend of Sven 
53 Moran of 
"Ha~Days" 
54 Proposer's 
offering 
55--Man 
57 Subject of an ID 
check 
Get answers to any three=clues 
by touch-tene phone: 1-900-420· 
5656 (75C~ach minute). 
MARCH1 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 UFE-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 
6:00 Wheel Of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Family Matters 
6:30 Inside Edition Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune NIT Tour.: First Win s Newhart 
7:00 JAG Dave's World Ellen Round Game Murder, She Wrote Sister, Sister 
TheNan The Facu The Parent.. 
Dateline NBC Movie: A Mother's Grace Under Fire Movie: Death W~ansBros 
Instinct Buddies NIT B-Ball Tourn. Benefit Un ha ii /After 
9:00 Law and Order Prime Time Live First Round Game News 
10:00 News News News Silk Stalkings Night Court 
~ '- t ., I.; "' .. I " ,. ' 
Lehrer Commish Roseanne 
Simpsons 
~twrwd Unsolved Myst Beverly Hills, 9021 O 
Movie:Terror on TV's All· Time 
Nature's Serenade Track9 Funniest Weddings 
Star Trek the Next 
Generation 
... Served? Unsolved Myst Final Justice 
Movie Cops 
Invention 
Movie Magic 
valley of the 
Rhino 
Invention 
Next Step 
SR-71 Blackbird: 
The Secret Vigil 
Movie Magic 
Invention 
Carmen Sandiego 
BillNye 
Little House on 
the Prairie 
Bonanza 
News 
Panther Country 
Motorweek 
Movie 
Funniest 
Funniest 
Movie: The 
Punisher 
'·' 
advertisin Wednesday, March 13, 1996 
For Rent Announcements 
UE ONE BEDROOM LOFT 
TMENT. Furnished for two. 
blocks for Buzzard. Call 345-
3/14 -.,lAB~L=E-=8"'/1:-7.;9=-=5:-, =3--=4-:b-e-=-droom 
2 blocks from campus. 10 
lease $200/month per per-
345-5821. 
3/15 
-=E=--D -:-:~=o.,..,u=R-=s=PA..,..C=E=?=--. """Th en 
e out with us . Completely 
· ed, large, 2 bedroom apts 
3 or more. Central air, free 
·ng, laundry facilities, 24 hr. 
· enance, free trash pickup. 
erly Apartments 349-8824. 
ed on 2nd Street by Morton 
3/13 
... ee=o=Ro=o=M-:-:A-;:::P,.,.-A=RT=M=-=EN'""'T=. 415 
n. $175/person. 348-5032. 
.., _______ 4/5 
For Sale 
PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS , 
March 25-27, 6 :00-10:00 p.m . 
Lantz Gym . For more info. call 
581-6381 or stop by 260 Lumpkin 
Hall 
3/25 J""E=N,-,-R~u=s=c..,.,u=T=T~I ~O~F-A-LP.HA 
GAM, Happy Birthday to the 
greatest pledge ed. we love ya, 
ALPHA GAM LOVE PRICE 
3/13 
=s""1 G=-=E=p=s-: :-ha_v_e_a--=-fu_n_a_n...,..d safe 
spring break! 1·11 ·see most of you 
in Daytona! Love, Christie 
_________ 3/13 
TRI-SIGMA get fired up for the 
Saint Patrick's Day Function 
tonight at Ike's. It will be a lot of 
fun! 
=-=-===~==-~=~~3/13 KAPPES AND LARGEANT: My 
two Buttheads, Formal was so 
cool dudes. Score! Hey BIG E 3 
1/2 minute French Slam, Wow! 
Thanks, CANADAY 
3/13 
=s.,..,1 G=--cK""'Ac-:P=-=G""'R'""E=-=E=K.,,-:S-:-:1 N~G=-=E R S-
OLOS ACHIEVA S. 2.3L 4 You're all INCREDIBLE. Thanks 
2 Dr. Maroon/Maroon 35,000 for al your hard work so far. Keep 
348-8472 up the good work. I know you're 
_,~==-=..,..,.--,---3/15 all gonna SHINE love, Schroeder. 
Y RENT? We have mobile 3/13 
s (3 bedrooms) starting at JEANNE SHULD congrats on 
4,5001 Call Donica at 217-345- getting lavaliered to Billy 
Doonesbury 
51, LINDA NUGENT AND Pritchiud. <;>f .Sigma .Pi, Love your , ~ 
OCIATE$ . ...... " .,. c 1.-. e -.:!P~J<l.:M._eg~f\ '·'l"°'- ,. , ,;;.,.i;,)i., .J.li<.'<,::! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
F Mail j 1nar11n" \\ 1 !';.'ild . n~t 
Lost & Found 
.... •· ·H• 1i ~ .11\ - q.r-s~ 3/1"5: ·-'."' He .... , ~·,h ri i t g: !'·"t1c~ r;1~-, 3/.1..:3~01rf!::i ,._ ...... J-Ol· ..,, , _ ~ " THANK YOU LADIES of Alph~•.;o)t. - h.-_ _.. ______ .,._ __ .;;...:..;,_,;_~,__.;.....;;;,_ __ _.; _____ ""'":'~~-------""~..,.,.._-.. 
Phi for a great Function'! Hey 
___ """"""' __ _,,_,.._ Beautiful Boxers, From Delts. 
Announcements RINGS FOUND IN 
E. One high school class 
and one with a stone. Call 
8to claim. 
3/12 ~'"E""Nm:'S'°"'CL'A.,S"'S""R:;;I N-;-;G"'to·und 
Coleman Hall. 345-5066. 
3/15 9r.U~N:-::::D~AT:;:-:S:::T;:-;U-;-;D=-;E:::.N""T:;:-,R EC 
R: Watches, jewelry, cam-
' keys, etc. Call Mindy 2-
. 581-2821. 
_________ 3/13 
BIG PARTY AT TED'S THURS-
DAY. ST. PATS OR PRE SPRING 
BREAK. WHO CARES ITS A 
PARTY! 50 CENT PEPPERMINT 
SCHNAPPS 50 CENTS NAT. 
LITE OR BEST, $1.00 WELL 
DRINKS. MILLER GIRLS & LOT 
OF PRIZES. D.J. ANDY MILES 
PLANING YOUR FAVORITE 
DANCE MUSIC. 
3/13 
DELTA ZETA EXEC. I love you 
guys! Keep the great work! Love, 
Mandy 
_________ 3/13 
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for 
pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax, 
Repo's REO's. Your Area. Toll 
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-2262 
for current listings. 
J""'E::':N""',""'H""'A""'P""P=-:Y,-,--:::2'"'"1-:st,...,B=---=D:-:A~YI Get 3/13 
_ _______ 3/15 ready for tonight! We love you, CONGRATULATIONS JEANNE 
Kristin, Heather, and Jeannine SCHULD OF ALPHA PHI on get-
__________ 5/6 
_________ 3/13 
_________ 3/13 
3/13 ting lavieliered to BILLY 
___ ,_.,,., =To~T=H=E-M=E~N-o=F-D~E=L=:r~A CHI- PICHARD OF SIGMA PI It's 
Thanks for the ad, you guys are a~out time! Love your Alpha Phi 
awesome! Have a wonderful Sisters! 
0 IN 5 DAYS-, (3R.EEKS, .. spring br~ak Bring back some . .3/13 
U13% ~~t~I1¥.i\I~hdiSunshirurlor meI.L.ove;tisa:-•. ·. _,,. ";G~E~T SP.,EAfSER "Un1vers1ty 01 
IVIDUALs: ·i:AsT, EASY- NC5 . , 3/13 Illinois Law Professor Ronald 
NANCIAL OBLIGATION. CONGRATULATIONS KIM Rotunda to speak March 26 at 
1862-1982 EXT. 33 McNISHOLAS and Todd Dusek 7:00pm in Coleman Hall Room 
mi::::==r:=r:,-,:::-o=-=;::--;;3/15 on getting lavalieredl Love Your 205. 
N'T DROP OUT OF COL- Greek Daughter Jess ::-:"'.~===-=-:-::=-:----:-3/13 
GE, Learn how to get free _ 3/13 LSAT PREP COURSE beginning 
. Call toll free 1-888-FREE ARIN & AMY I would love to... in April. For information contact 
EY Love, Yourfavorite Roomie. Joy 581-3162, Clint 348-0428, Dr. 
Leigh 581-2623 
Announcements 
CARRIE LABARGE OF ALPHA 
PHI. You're doing awesome with 
Greek Sing. Keep it up! Love, 
Your sisters. 
3/13 
=T=o-=T~H=E,......,..N=E~w,-,-E=x~E=c==uTIVE 
BOARD of Delta Zeta: You're 
doing a great job! We love you 
guys! 
3/13 
B=A~R==B=-1.-=-L~A~U~R~A~: ~A~l~M=E=E,.....,,Good 
Luck during Greek week, I know 
you will make mammy proud! 
Alpha Love, Jessica P.S.-1 will 
miss you next year!!! 
3/13 
~M-=-A=T=T-=B=R=o=o~K=s,.......,A-:-N=D~CLAY 
R~GAN: Ttrank you for all your -
hard work during Basketball 
Season. We couldn't have asked 
for better coaches! Love, DZ 
Basketball 
3/13 
c=RA..,..,..,,IG:-T=o=N,..,.E=Y,..,....,,O'""F:-s=1=G,.,..M~A CHI 
Thanx for everything We hope 
you have a great Spring Break! 
Love, the Ladies of Alpha Phi 
_________ .3/13 
Announcements 
MICHELE BIDINGER CON-
GRATULATIONS on your Disney 
Position. You will do a great job. 
We will miss you this summer! 
Alpha Love your roommates, 
Jessica, Heather, Beth 
3/13 =s-H=E=R=R~Y-M-l~L-LE=R~O~F~A-LP:HA 
PHI Congratulations on becoming 
the new SIGMA CHI SWEET-
HEART. You'll do such a wonder-
ful job. Love, your sisters. 
3/13 
=B'""1G=-=PA.,..,R=-:TY=-=--=-A=:r-=T==E=o=·s=-=T~HURS-
DAY. ST.PATS OR PRE SPRING 
BREAK, WHO CARES ITS A -. 
PARTY. 50 CENT PEPPERMINt--;:; 
SCHNAPPS 50 CENT NAT. LITE 
OR BEST, $1.00 WELL DRINKS. 
MILLER GIRLS & LOTS OF 
PRIZES. D.J . ANDY MILES 
PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE 
DANCE MUSIC . 
_________ :3/13 
The Daily Eastern News hopes 
everyone have a fun and safe 
Spring break. 
It Pays to Advertise in the Daily Eastern News 
We're Looking for" a few 
Good People! 
*************** 
Su\ ·n;p~n•s, , , ~ ... 1l\~ .! l\I ~;.It 
YOUl lllEND! 
9 
Are you responsible and organized? 
Do you have a professional attitude? 
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a · 
PHOTO AND MESSAGE 
Positions available for Fall 1996: 
Assistant Office Manager 
Mailing I Inventory Manager 
Apply in Person in the 
Student Publications Office, MLK Gallery 
1ite II 
ra~s'· ·~e·· i N'e·· , .... s···· ~~ . -~,, ____ Jfi) r t f _.,_W ~~I ~ -~
(Deadline: 3 Business Days Before Ad Is to . run) 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
10 Wednesday, March 13, 1996 
t ... ._,..r. .#'!Si:·~~M" . I l ~n ~"$-0W!t:1t1:1:~:11t:n:lll8SM388W'~~· 
'Heroes' train for athletes' needs 
By JENNIFER JOHNSON 
Staff writer ·'' It's good that we have (the trainers). I 
don't think the team could survive without 
After making decisions to determine the life or 
death situation of an. athlete, athletic trainers still 
all of their help." 
-Chris Szarka, 
Eastern football player feel like "unsung heroes." Currently there are 32 students involved in the 
athletic training program who deal with rehabilita- facility," said Tieri, who added that any student can 
be referred to the facility from Health Service. "We 
make a healthy environment for students to heal,'' 
he said. 
tion, re-conditioning, and counseling. 
Lance McNamara, one of the four athletic train-
ers at Eastern, said: "This job allows us to stay 
around athletics. What job do you know that you 
can sit on the sideline and watch a game free of Eastern football player Chris Szarka said: "It's good that we have them. I don't think the team 
could survive without all of their help." charge?" All of the students entering the program are 
encouraged by McNamara to take CPR courses. Tieri also outlined the student athletic trainers' job description. 
"We want them to be certified right off the bat," 
"We are all supervised by certified athletic train-
ers, who then are supervised by Dr. Larson, team 
physician. Contrary to many's beliefs, we are not 
doctors, we just assess the situation.'~ 
McNamara said. 
Rocco Tieri, president of the athletic trainer's 
club said: "We take a lot of hard classes. What you 
learn in class, you will use that information at prac- The athletic trainers not only help Eastern's ath-
letes, but they also assist with the Special Olympics tice." Each semester, the student trajners put in 250 
every year. hours of clinical studies. 
"We work with our athletes at every practice and 
every game. We spend at least six hours per day in 
"They're just like the (former Panther football 
players) Tim Carver's and the Pete M.auch!s - we'll 
take care of them as we would our athletes," Tieri 
said. "We need to set time aside for ourselves to 
relieve the stress. This gives us the chance to help 
others." 
the training room," Tieri said. 
Students also have to spend one semester going 
to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center for hospital 
experience. There, the students observe rehab, surg-
eries and the emergency room. 
"You need to be ready for anything," Tieri said. 
Currently, seven students are in rehabilitation 
with the athletic trainers. 
"A lot of people don't know about the training 
Eastern's athletic training program is one of 14 to 
be accredited with CAAHEP. Only 20 schools in 
the country have this honor. 
"Best health care anywhere, at least we try -
that's our motto," McNamara said. 
White Sox drop Rangers 7-4 
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Frank 
Thomas, Ozzie Guillen and 
Dave Martinez hit their first 
homers of the spring, giving a 
split squad of the Chicago 
White Sox a 7-4 victory over 
the Texas Rangers on Tuesday. 
Guillen, who has hit only 16 
homers in 1,451 regular-seaspn 
at-bats, hit a two-run shot off 
loser Ken Hill in the third 
inning. 
Thomas hit a solo homer off 
Hill in the fourth, and Martinez 
connected against Bobby Witt 
for a two-run shot in the fifth. 
Winner Alex Fernandez 
allowed two runs on nine hits in 
4 1-3 innings. He struck out five 
and walked one. 
Jeff Darwin followed 
Fernandez and pitched two-
thirds of an inning before giving 
way to Wilson Alvarez. He 
work the final four innings·, 
allowing two runs on two hits. 
Juan Gonzalez's third-inning 
single off Fernandez scored the 
Rangers' first run and Will 
Clark hit his first home run in 
the fourth. 
Texas scored its final runs in 
the sixth, when Darryl 
Hamilton's double off Alvarez 
knocked in Dave Valle and 
Kevin Elster. 
Life sentence for Jordan killer 
LUMBERTON, N.C. (AP) - A 
jury chose life in prison instead of 
the death penalty Tuesday for the 
man who killed Michael Jordan's 
father and then paraded around 
town in the dead man's car. 
Following the jury's recommen-
dation, a judge sentenced Daniel 
Green to life in prison for murder 
during the commission of a rob-
bery and 10 years for conspiracy 
to commit robbery. The sentences 
must be served consecutively. 
Green, 21, was convicted Feb. 
29 in the slaying of James Jordan, 
who was shot as he napped in his 
car along a highway on July 23, 
1993. 
Green claimed witnesses lied, 
SENSE AND 
SENSIBILITY ~ 
Daily: 7:00, 10:00 
Sat. & Sun. Mat.: 2:00 
IL~CK SHEEP B 
Daily: 7:30, 9:30 
Sat. & Sun. Mat.: 2:30 
and called the judicial process 
"about as sacred as the red-light 
district in New Orleans." 
"I know it may seem cliche but 
I did not kill Mr. Jordan, I did not 
rob Mr. Jordan," Green told jurors 
after Judge Gregory Weeks had 
them polled to make certain their 
verdict was unanimous. 
Green had been asked several 
times throughout the trial if he 
wanted to testify on his own 
behalf. He declined each time, 
saying he wanted to testify but his 
attorneys advised against it. 
The panel decided to spare 
Green the death pe~alty because 
some jurors believed Larry 
Demery, who pleaded guilty and 
testified for the government, may 
have been the triggerman, not· 
Green, juror Angela Coverdale 
said. 
"I just hopes he's not out in 10 
or 20 years. I just hope he spends 
the rest of his life in prison," 
Coverdale said. 
It's not clear how much time 
Green will spend behind bars, 
District Attorney Johnson Britt 
said. He must ·serve at least 20 
years, then serve part of his con-
spiracy sentence, before being eli-
gible for parole. 
"Justice has been served," said 
Britt, who argued for a death sen-
tence but said he accepted the con-
trary verdict. 
The Dally Eastern 
Indoor track's season 
ends on positive note 
By LARRY HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
The men's and women's 
indoor track teams finished the 
indoor season with the men's 
team winning the Mid-Continent 
Championships and the 
women's team finishing fourth 
in the Mid-Con Championships. 
Both teams are young and 
will have a lot of their athletes 
returning next season. 
The only athletes that won't 
return next season for the men's 
indoor season are Cory 
Utterback, Nate Shaffer, Chris · 
Anderson, Jason Anhalt and 
Charlie Roche. 
The women athletes that 
won't return next season are 
Tiffany Jansen, Julie Perkins and 
Jennie Hannah. 
But both men's and women's 
indoor teams sport younger ath-
letes who are some of their bet-
ter performers on their respec-
tive teams. 
Chris Watson is a fresh~en 
who holds the freshmen record 
in the 200 meter run, formally 
held by sophomore George 
Wilson. 
Watson's best time in the 200 
meter run is 21.49, while 
Wilson's best performance this 
season in the 400 meter is 48.82. 
Also freshmen Cameron 
Mabry has the best performance 
in the triple jump, with a leap of 
79 feet 3 inches. 
Freshmen Jonica Craft has the 
best times on the women's 
meter run 
in the 
meter run 
times of 7 
and 26. 
respectively. 
Fre shm 
Tisha A s h I e i 
Alvarez Laningham 
the second best time in 
women's indoor 35 meter 
and in the women's indoor 
meter run with times of 7.50 
the 55 meters and 46.64 in 
women's 200 meters. 
Also Craft has the team 
performance this season in 
long jump with a leap of 18 
1 inches~ 
Freshmen Gina Arinyan 
takoon has the best times on 
women's indoor team in the 
meter run with the ti me 
60.90. 
According to head mea 
coach Tom Akers the men's 
women's underclassmen pla 
an important part in the su 
of this year's indoor season. 
Akers looking for improve 
from the young athletes as 
as the veterans for the ne 
indoor season. 
With veterans like Tis 
Alvarez, Tim Thompson, M 
McBride, Joe Rigaud and R 
Gardner retuning for the ne 
indoor season with the youn 
athletes, the outlook for b 
men's and women's ind 
teams looks positive. 
Lott cans· ·if'Cf'Uit' 
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) -
Ronnie Lott, one of the best 
defensive backs in the history of 
the NFL, says it's time to retire. 
"I realized that I've exhausted 
my ability to play the game," he 
said Tuesday. "My philosophy is 
to Jive life to the fullest, and to 
play the game to the fullest. 
"I'm not able to be a produc-
tive player in the NFL any 
longer. I didn't want to hang on 
indefinitely." 
Lott, 36, spent 15 years in the 
NFL. 
\ He went to four Super Bowls 
with the San Francisco 49ers 
and was voted to the Pro Bowl a 
record-tying 10 times. 
"I'd like to tell you and all the 
fans that I love them," he said. 
"Thank you for letting me be a 
part of your life for the last 15 
years." 
He said he wasn't sure 
he'll do now, but likely will 
connected to the 49ers in 
form. 
Lott also played for the 
Angeles Raiders, New York 
and the Kansas City Chiefs. 
He was on the Chiefs' inju 
reserve list last year after br 
ing his left leg in an exhibit 
game. 
"He was one of the best p 
ers ever at covering play 
front of him," Al Davis, ma 
ing general partner of 
Raiders, said from the lea 
meetings in Palm Beach, 
"He was just a great player." 
Chiefs general manager C 
Peterson, could not be reac 
for comment 
r-----------T-----------ILUNCH SLICES 
: $199 2 Slices 
I +Tax & 
I 1 Coke 
I==== or==== 
: $ 149 1 s:ce 
I +Tax 
1 1 Coke 
1 LARGE 
1·TOPPl,NG 
PIZZA 
s5~! 
I Every Wednesday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Additional toppings $1 each 
L - - - .!!!'!!"~ <!!!'?... - - - .L - - _::.oc1 ..!".:' .!:".!!! - -
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omen booters head into MVC ~~~~--·-·~ 
e independence is over. 
After playing their first and only season as an 
ndent soccer program, the Lady Panthers are 
'ng the men's soccer team as an affiliate of the 
uri Valley Conference. 
Eastern athletic director Bob McBee announced 
ay the Eastern's women's team would become 
MVC member beginning in the fall 1996 season. 
' It 's a better soccer league in terms of competi-
," McBee said. "It's a step up. It helps the 
en with a conference championship to shoot 
Head coach Steve Ballard also said the move was 
done. 
'It's gre t for our program," he said. "It gives the 
ent-athletes an opportunity to play for a confer-
title and to earn all-conference honors." 
MVC Commissioner Doug Elgin said that 
em's location and the progress of the women's 
am factored in the MVC's decision. 
"Eastern's geographic location is in close proximi-
with MVC soccer institutions," he said in a press 
e. "Their women's team experienced success in 
first year also, so it will be a good addition as we 
itute women's soccer as a league championship 
rt this fall." 
Joining Eastern as MVC women's soccer schools 
ENIORS frompagel2 
' ' 
It's great for our program. It gives the stu-
dent-athletes an opportunity to play for a 
conference title and earn all-conference honers." 
-Women's soccer coach Steve Ballard, 
. on moving to the Missouri Valley Conference 
are Creighton University, the University of 
Evansville, Illinois State University, Southwest 
Missouri State University, and Valparaiso University. 
Eastern did have some success against two of its 
new MVC rivals last season. The Lady Panthers beat 
Valpo 4-1 and lost a heartbreaker to Evansville 2-1. 
Sophomore midfielder Kendra Williamson said 
Eastern can compete right away in conference. "I 
think we can play with any of the competition (in the 
league)," she said. 
Williamson also said while the schedule might be 
tougher, the team will get attention. 
"We'll have a lot better competition, but people 
will know who we are; we'll get recognition," she 
said. 
Next year's season will be the first for MVC 
women's soccer, hence, the conference champion 
will not receive an automatic bid to the NCAAs until 
the 1998 season. 
Eastern's commitment to the MVC lasts two 
years, and is thereafter renewable on an annual basis, 
according to MVC Associate Commissioner Patty 
Viverito. 
last one." 
WRANGLER 
ROAST BEEF 
Stock Up Your Chuckwagon 
For Your Trip! 
2 sandwiches for $3.00 
(Beef, Ham & Cheese, Beef & Cheese, or Turkey) 
OPEN 24 HOURS - 703 W. Lincoln 
~--rt=·~ 
GREAT APARTMENTS 
Now Leasing for 96-97 
•Balconies & patios •Central air 
• Apts for 2,3 or 4 people •Reasonable. utilities 
•Furnished • 24 hour maintenance 
•Laundry facilities •Free off-street parking 
•Swimming pool & sun deck 
LINCOL~OOD 
PINETREE APTS 
(Across from Carman Hall) 
2219 S. 9th St. #17 345-6000 "I knew l didn't want to blow (the fact that this 
Id be my last game) out of proportion since I'm 
emotional player," Beck said. "I just went in there 
d told myself it was just another game - a big 
e - but just another game because there wasn't 
ything I could change." 
But despite the end of a career for two talented 
and dedicated seniors, which ended with a 64-46 
loss to Northeastern in the first round of the Mid-
Con tourney, Green believes she and Beck have left 
the younger players on the team with something to 
aim for next year, even though they will never wear 
an Eastern uniform again. 
Pre St.Patricl<s Day Pa!fy at S-cu ~s Green agreed with the teammate that she has spent last four years of her athletic career with and said e kept her focus on winning - even though she 
hew that the Northeastern game could be her last as 
Lady Panther. 
"There were a lot of emotions before the tourna-
nt, but I had no problems concentrating on the 
pl!!e," m;en said. "I did 't hink of the game as my 
"I hope that the freshmen learned from the season 
and have a better season next year in the Ohio Valley 
Conference," Green said. "For me personally, I hope 
I was a good example by working hard in every 
game and that the younger players look at me as an 
example and work harder next season." 
Camby tops AP All-America list 
The Associated Press Camby on the first team. He 
received 328 points in the 5-3-1 
voting, edging Allen, the junior 
swingman who had 324. 
other team. 
"There are some terrific players 
around the country but with 
Marcus I don't have to do any 
posturing," Massachusetts coach 
John Calipari said Tuesday. 
"Other people say he is the best 
player in the country, I don't have 
Marcu s Camby came within 
one vote of being a unanimous 
IClection to The Associated Press' 
All-America team Tuesday, and 
the Big East became the first con-
ference ever to have three players 
selected to the first team. 
Camby, the 6-foot-11 junior 
center who drew as much atten-
tion this season for collapsing 
before a game as for what he did 
on the court, is the first player 
from Massachusetts to be selected 
Dlhe first team. 
Iverson, the sophomore guard 
who may be the quickest player in 
the game, received 318 points, 
four more than Duncan, a junior 
who plays the more traditional 
center role than Camby's open-
court style. Kittles, the only 
senior on the first team, had 246. 
to. Good players put up numbers. i 
Special players make everyone I 
around them better. Marcus 
He was joined on the first team 
by Ray All en of Connecticut, 
Allen Iverson of Georgetown and 
Kerry Ki ttles - all from the Big 
East - and Wake Forest center 
TimDuncan. 
All but one voter on the 66-
member national media panel had 
Duncan and Kittles both ended 
long droughts for first-team hon-
ors for their schools. Wake 
Forest's last first-team selection 
was Len Chappell in 1962; for 
Villanova it was Howard Porter in 
1971. 
Camby averaged 20.7- points, 
8.0 rebounds and 3.8 blocks this 
season as the Minutemen went 
31-1 and held the No. 1 ranking 
for 10 weeks, longer than any 
Camby is a special player." I 
Camby, an honorable mention I 
All-America as a sophomore, col- I 
lapsed before the St. Bonaventure I 
game in January, missed four I 
games and returned to lead the I 
Minutemen to their fifth straight I 
Atlantic 10 regular-season and I 
tournament championships. I 
'The individual honors are nice, I 
but I would trade them all if it I 
meant we would win the national I 
championship," Camby said. I 
ippen's ailments hurting Bulls I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CHICAGO (AP) - Scottie Pippen's ailing back 
may land him on the injured list as the Chicago 
Bulls prepare for the playoffs. 
"We ' ll give him a couple of days rest at practice 
and see what Wednesday morning feels like and 
go from there," coach Phil Jackson said. 
With 21 games remaining, including Wed-
nesday night's home contest against the 
Washington Bullets, the Bulls are 54-7 and hold a 
7-game lead over the Orlando Magic. It would 
take a major collapse to lose home-court advan-
tage through the conference playoffs. 
record. 
Pippen has complained of chronic back pain 
since a 1988 operation to remove a herniated disc. 
He also has sore knees and twisted an ankle in 
Sunday's 32-point loss to the New York Knicks. 
Since scoring a season-high 40 points against 
Indiana on Feb. 19, Pippen is averaging 14.3 
points a game. He has scored more than 20 points 
just once, against Golden State on March l. 
"Obviously, Scottie is not in great condition and 
we have to consider that," Jackson said. 
"He's been in a little bit of a slump the last cou-
ple of weeks." 
The Beer is not green but ... 
but there are '\ -. . Cans , <t"r' 
of 
MGD+ 
MGD 
Light! 
• GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK 
CARRY~cnrr AND DELIVERY 
Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza 
with One Topping for just 
$8.95 for a 16" 
One Topping Pizza $JtS 
Good 7 Days a Week on Carry-CM & Delivery 
through Jan. 7, 1996 at: Olarleston • 909 l 8th Street 
348-7S1S 
Please present coupon when paying. 
2nd One Topping 
Pizza for just 
ss·1 
:\ ' ~ .,,· 
Pippen has been one of the more vocal members 
of the team about the Bulls' chances of winning 
an NBA record 70 games. 
Pippen has said he wants to play through the 
problem, but lately has conceded that rest might 
be the best thing for him. : 5 softdough breadsticks with tomato sauce 
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I But having a healthy Pippen for the playoffs is 
more importan.t than setting a regular-season ~----------------------J 
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Panthers 'shellacked' by Sycamores in Indian 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Staff writer 
Not playing in over a week 
seemed to show against Indiana 
State. 
The Panthers came into the 
game with a 2-4 record against a 
Sycam.ore team that advanced to 
the NCAA regionals last year, 
and after trailing 3-0 in the third 
inning, the Sycamores scored 
six runs in the sixth en route to 
a 14-1 victory. 
To head coach Jim Schmitz, 
the loss showed his team's lack 
of recent time on the field. 
"I think the game really 
showed that we haven ' t played 
in a week and a half," Schmitz 
said. "Every team has its games 
Swimming 
coach has 
eyes, hope 
for future 
By MATT WILSON 
Staff writer 
Both the men 's and women's 
swim teams ended up with records 
of 8-2 - the best records in quite 
some time for the programs. 
"I'm very pleased with. our per-
formance this year," said head 
coach Ray Padovan. "We broke 
nine school records and the men 
placed one place higher than they 
were expected to in the (Mid-
Continent) Conference champi-
onships." 
Padovan named several swim-
mers who he felt did an excellent 
job this year. 
For the women, Padovan said 
Nelle Farella, Andrea Peters and 
Jessica Stowell did "excellent" 
jobs. 
For the men, Padovan said Drew 
Shepardson, Doug Habben and 
Patrick Johnson all performed 
exceptionally throughout the sea-
son. 
The swim team was also able to 
achieve some major accompments 
where they get 
shellacked but 
our players 
agreed that this 
was a team loss 
and that plays 
could have been 
made. 
Jim Schmitz " We showed 
some crucial de-
fensive lapses, but we 're just 
going to write this game off as· a 
loss and not allow those lapses 
to happen today." 
Clayton Stivers was tagged 
with the loss and currently has a 
1-1 record on the year. Stivers 
gave up four runs in four inn-
ings of work, while committing 
three errors. 
Indiana State had 14 hits in 
37 at bats compared to Eastern's 
nine hits in 34 at bats. 
Brandt Whitehead led the 
team in the loss, going one-for-
two and scoring the Panthers' 
lone run. 
The Sycamores got on the 
board first in the bottom half of 
the first inning by crossing 
home plate twice for an early 2-
0 lead and then tallied another 
run in the third to go on top 3-0. 
But after a scoreless fourth 
inning, Mark Tomse came into 
the contest and gave up six runs 
in one-third of an inning, allow-
ing the Sycamores to take a 
commanding 9-0 lead. 
Despite the pitching lapse, 
Schmitz said there were a lot of 
plays that should have been 
made. 
"There were a couple of dou-
ble plays that should have been 
made and four of the balls that 
were hit by Indiana State should 
have been outs," Schmitz said. 
However, the Panthers did 
manage to score a run in the top 
of the eighth inning after the 
Sycamores were on top 11-0 
when Whitehead came across 
the plate to make the score 11-1. 
Doug Zywiciel batted in the run. 
The Sycamores closed out the 
scodng in the bottom of the 
eighth to seal the 13-run win at 
home. 
"Indiana State is a fine club 
and they did everything they 
needed to do to win," Schmitz 
said in reference to Indiana 
State's key to winning. 
The Panthers were sched 
to host the Sycamores today 
p.m., but since Monier Field 
not ready yet, Eastern will try 
seek revenge against 
Sycamores in Terre Haute, I 
And while Schmitz wo 
make any changes in the lin 
he said he is wondering how 
team will respond after 
sday's loss. 
"We're going to go with 
same lineup and (Beau) S 
will be pitching," Schmitz sa' 
"I'm more concerned ah 
today, though, as to how 
team will come out. Hopefu 
we'll just. put on our pants 
go out there and win." 
Eastern swimmer Ryan Peterson, a senior, was one of the many contributors to the Panther swimming teams over the past season. He was part 
the men's squad that captured first place in the Mid-Continent Conference Championships in Buffalo, N. Y. 
this year. al because the swimmers were both physically teams this year was the fact they were a 
"Our record of 8-2 is the best and mentally prepared. which enjoyed swimming, they all got alo 
in a while," Padovan said. 'The The swim teams are going to lose a couple of together and they made swimming in a corn 
men broke six school records seniors, though. Padovan said that prospect tive situation fun. 
while coming in second place in gives him the opportunity to bring in some new Padovan has high expectations for next y 
conference, which is exception- faces. team. 
ally good." "Through recruitment, we hope to get new "Right now, we are in the middle of recru' 
Padovan said that his· squads' R p. d people that are close to the seniors who left," ing," Padovan said. "We have had women we 
best meets this year were the con- ay ~ ovan Padovan said. been going after accept (to come to Eastern~ 
ference championships and their own invitation- What Padovan liked most about the swim think the recruiting process is going pretty we~ 
Seniors Beck and Green bowing out with style 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Staff writer 
The senior season. 
It's considered the final year in which 
athletes have the opportunity to make their 
mark at their respective schools and at the 
same time, they can pave the way for the 
younger athletes behind them. 
For senior guard Kenya Green and 
senior center Missy Beck, their final year 
as members of the Lady Panther basket-
ball team was filled with both excitement 
and letdowns. 
Nevertheless, head coach John Klein, 
who began coaching at Eastern when 
Beck and Green were sophomores, 
believes they played up to the level he 
expected them to. 
"I thought both players did a nice job of 
adjusting to new teammates," Klein said. 
"At times they were starters, but they were 
in a lot of different situations this year. 
"(But) they handled their roles well and 
they are certainly two very fine young 
ladies who have endured four years of the 
rigors of NCAA Division I basketball." 
And there were plenty of "rigors" 
throughout their careers. As freshmen, 
they had to endure a 3-24 season while 
learning to adjust to playing basketball at 
the college level. 
During their second season as Lady 
Panthers, they not only experienced a 5-21 
season, but Beck and Green also had to 
learn a new system since Klein replaced 
Barbara Hilke as the head coach. 
Those first two seasons, according to 
Beck, were not easy ones. 
" It was very challenging because we 
really found out the kind of desire we had 
and we learned a lot of our limits," Beck 
said. "Some of us did learn and we 
learned that teamwork was important and 
that we have to depend on each other to 
win." 
Green also re-
members those 
first two years, as 
she was a starter 
on the team. 
"I thought it 
was hard to adjust 
because the team 
had been used to Hilke's staff, so it was a 
challenge to learn a new system," Green 
said. "Overall, though, it worked out." 
However, things began taking a turn for 
the better once the junior season rolled 
around, as Eastern finished the year at 16-
12 and advanced to the semifinals of the 
Mid-Continent Conference tournament. 
In the tourney, Western came away with 
a narrow 78-76 victory and left the two 
seniors lost for words and hoping for the 
opportunity to compete for a conference 
championship once again. 
" I knew it was going to be hard th' 
year because losing (Nikki) Polka was 
big loss," Beck said. "A lot of us were · 
the gym, though, after that season becau 
we wanted to improve." 
That chance to become a better tea 
came quickly for the two seniors, as th 
final regular season as basketball playe 
came and went and the conference tourn 
rolled around once again. 
But this time, Eastern came into lb 
tourney with a 12-15 record instead of 
15-12 mark. And the task ahead of the 
was a game against a Northeastern te 
that had beaten them twice in the regul 
season. 
Nevertheless, Beck managed to sta 
focused on coming out on top instead 
dwelling on the fact that this could be ha 
last game as a Lady Panther. 
see SENIORS page 11 
